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Introduction 
An interesting and fundamental problem in the study of compact transformation 
groups is to find relations among the fixed point sets of closed subgroups. 
Comparison with linear models often suggests how such relations may be obtained in 
the general case. For example, for linear actions on spheres the dimension of fixed 
point sets are integer invariants whose complete set of relations are determined by 
representation theory. In the general case cohomological methods are known to be 
very powerful. By the famous results of P. A. Smith (late 1930’s) the fixed point set 
has a w.ell definedformaldimension if the group is toral or a finite p-group acting on a 
cohomology sphere. Moreover, if the p-group is elementary commutative (p-torus), 
the Bore1 identity [l, Ch. XIII] gives the relationship between these integers. 
It is known that Smith theory fails for actions of finite groups whose order is not 
prime power, and in order to retain dimension as a useful, well defined invariant, it is 
necessary to put certain restrictions on the G-space. On the other hand, having such 
a restricted category of G-spaces, the defining relations among these integers play 
the role of generalized Bore1 identities. 
In this paper we study the above problem for dihedral transformation groups on 
cohomology spheres, where the group G = Dq has order 2q, q odd. We mention the 
special case when G is a 2-group, considering actions on cohomology spheres mod 2. 
In this case the integers satisfy the same relations in the linear and topological case 
(Theorem 4.6). 
When q is divisible by different primes, we shall only deal with relations involving 
isotropy subgroups {e}, Zz, E,, G. Let us restrict ourselves to the category of finite 
simplicial G-complexes X such that for each H c G F(H) is a h-dimensional 
complex having the homotopy type of the sphere Sh for some h, say 
X-S”, F(&) - S”, F(Z,) - S’, F(G) - Sd. 
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Then we have 
$(n-I)=m-d mod2. (I) 
Apart from trivial inequalities and relations coming from inclusions among sub- 
groups, (1) is the only restriction on these integers. A precise statement is given by 
Theorem 4.2, (and 4.5 when 4 = p’). Moreover, given integers satisfying these 
conditions, there is a G-complex X-S” such that all fixed point sets are spheres 
(except X itself, of course). As an example, there is a 5-dimensional G-complex 
X - Ss with F(Zz) = S4 and F(Z,) = 0. (1) also implies that D,, q odd, can act freely 
on a 3-dimensional complex X - S3. In the special case when G has trivial projective 
class group (e.g. q = 3) this also follows from Swan [9]. 
Note that in the linear models the congruence relation (1) is replaced by equality. 
By a result of Milnor [6] G cannot act freely on a manifold having the mod 2 
homology of a sphere. Therefore it is also interesting to find the extra conditions on 
the integers which are implied by manifold geometry. A recent result in this direction 
is given by Montgomery, Yang [7], namely, the congruence relation = mod 2 of (1) is 
replaced by inequality s, for any differentiable action on a closed manifold X - 2Sn. 
Strict inequality is also possible (T. Petrie). 
In Section 1 we use cohomological methods to prove fixed point results, which also 
relate the Euler characteristic of F(G) to n, m, 1 in a more general setting. Then we 
work at chain level to show that (1) is essentially the only restriction in the 
non-manifold case. In Section 2 we develop a “geometric” part of integral represen- 
tation theory. This includes the construction of a periodic free resolution of G over 
H with period 4. More generally, we construct exact sequences of ZG-modules 
which are algebraic models of (non-free) geometric G-complexes. The geometric 
realization of such a sequence is discussed in Section 3. Algebraic models largely 
reduce the geometry to the construction of l-skeletons, Section 4, and these 
l-dimensional objects are explicitly constructed in Section 5. 
1. Cohomological results 
eech cohomology theory will be used, and X -sS” means that X has the mod q 
cohomology of the n-sphere. For our purpose we assume X is a finite dimensional 
compact Hausdorff space, and refer to Bredon [2] for standard results in Smith 
theory. 
The degree of a homeomorphism f : X + X, X -4 S”, q odd, is the integer E ( = f 1) 
defined by f”x = E - x, where x E H”(X; H,) = Z, is a generator. 
Proposition 1.1. Let X - S” be a G-space, G = D,, p an odd prime and q divisible by 
p. Assume the fixed point set of Z, c G is a mod p cohomology sphere Z = F(Z,) -P 
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S’. Choose an element a E G of order 2, inducing an involution a’ on Z. If 
S=degreeofa:X+X, 
E =degreeofa’:Z+Z, 
then e * S = (-l)‘“-“‘*. 
Proof. The equivariant cohomology of a G-space X is defined to be the ordinary 
cohomology H*(Xo), where 
Xo = E~xGX 
is the total space of the bundle with fiber X associated to the universal bundle 
EG --, &, see Bore1 [l]. In the following the coefficient group is E,. 
There is a relative fibration 
(X, -3 + (Xz,, Zzg ) 2, Bz, (1) 
with spectral sequence E*, 
E:’ = I&&,) 0 H’(X, Z) 
n x 
b 
d = transgression 
d 
dx=A@ax 
H*(X, 2) 
I+1 a2 
A = t(“-‘)‘*E H*(Bz,) = n(s)@z,[t]. 
a E G induces an involution on the spectral sequence, as follows. Define a map 
4: EGxX+EGXX, 
(e, u) --, (ea, au). 
Z, c G acts diagonally on EC XX with orbit space Xz,. For g E h,, 
gk u) = kg-‘, gu) 4 (eag, g-‘au) = g-‘q5 (e, u). 
Hence 4 induces an involution a’ of Xz,, so the fibration (1) has an involution 
w, 2) 0 (X, Z) 
(2) 
I 
wz, Zz.) d 1 mz, Zz,) 
I d I 
Bz. l Bz.. 
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The map d is induced by g + g-’ in Z,, and so n*(r) = --t in H*(Bz,). Consequently 
d*(A) = a*(t’“-‘)/2) = (_l)‘“-“/2. A. 
The involution of the spectral sequence (2), induced by a, gives a commutative 
diagram 
H”(X Z) 
a- 
’ H”(X Z) 
I 
d 
I 
d 
H”-‘(&.)@H’+‘(X, Z) = H”-‘(BLq)@H’+*(X, Z) 
Since 
d(a*x)=d(S.x)=S.dx=S.AOaz 
= (d* @ a*)(A @az) = 6*(A) @I a*(az) = (-1)‘“-“‘2 * E * A @ ~32, 
we get the relation E - S = (-1)‘“-“‘2. 
We want to interpret the above result in terms of integer invariants defined by fixed 
point sets, such as Euler characteristics or, if possible, formal dimension of 
cohomology spheres. The following technical assumption will be used in 1.3. 
Property (0 A G-space has property (F) if the cohomology group H*(F(K); i2) is 
finitely generated for each subgroup K c G. 
Lemma 1.2 (Floyd [3]). Assume H*(X, Z) is finitely generafed and u: X+X is a 
mapping wifhfixedpointsetF. If cr has prime (power) period, then x(F) = A(V), where 
_4 denotes Lefschetz number (rational cohomology). 
Theorem 1.3. LetX be a G-space satisfying Property (F). Assume G = D4, q odd and 
divisible by a prime p, such that . 
x -2J*, F@2) -2 S”, F(H3) --J’, Z2, Z, c G. 
Then the Euler characteristic of the fixed point set F(G) is 0 or 2, that is, x(F(G)) = 
x(Sd) for some d. Moreover, 
i(n-I)=m-d mod2. 
Proof. Let a E G be an involution of X. By Smith theory (or Lemma 1.2) 
S = degree of a = (-l)“-“‘. 
From Proposition 1.1 
E = degree of a’ : F(Z,) + F(Z,) 
= (-1)” 
1 
if $(n - 1) E m mod 2, 
(-l)n+l if$(n-I)+mmod2. 
Now, apply 1.2 to the action of a’ in F(B,). 
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Remark. The condition X -zP S” means (1) X -z S”, (2) X -J”. The first of these 
is used only to ensure F(&) -2Sm for some m. But the second condition is essential. 
For example, if G = &, there is a 2-dimensional G-complex X -2S2 with F(Z2) = 
S”, m = 1 or -1, F(h3) = So, F(G) = 0. Also, H,(X; B) = Z3, so X -$* for all p # 3. 
Proposition 1.4. Let G = Dq act on a n-dimensional space X -2 S”. 
(a) 1fF(Z2) -2Sn, then H”(F(G); 25) Z 0. 
(b) IfF(Z,) -2Sn, then F(H2) -2s”’ -zF(G). 
Proof. Use Z2 as coefficients for cohomology. 
(a) Let al, a2 E G be involutions generating G. Then F(G) = F(aI) nF(a2), and a 
Mayer-Vietoris argument shows H”(F(G)) = Z2. 
(b) Let T = (1, a}, a an involution in G, and Y = F(H,). 
The inclusion Y +X is T-equivariant and induces an isomorphism between 
cohomology spheres mod 2. By a standard result in Smith theory this also induces an 
isomorphism in cohomology of fixed point sets of T = B2. 
2. Integral representations 
Let G be the group Dqr q odd, with the standard presentation 
a,b: 1=a2=bq=abab. (2.0) 
We shall develop the integral representation theory of G needed for the geometric 
constructions in Sections 4,5, where G-complexes with isotropy types {e}, ZZ, Z,, G 
are studied. Let 9, Jf, Y?, H be the transitive permutation G-modules of these four 
types, respectively. From these modules we derive a certain class of (left) EG- 
modules which is closely related to the chain structure of G-complexes. All modules 
considered are Z -free of finite rank, and split into direct sums of basic modules 
(defined below). For the sake of reference we list the 10 basic modules, together with 
the Z -rank: 
z Z’ L? B 92” Jt k/II’ x x’ .F=ZG 
1 1 2 q-l q-1 4 4 q+l q+l 2q (2.1) 
72, H’, ZZ are the indecomposable integral representations of G/Z, =h2, i.e. b E G 
acts trivially. In Z’ a E G acts by -1. Each module M has an associated module 
M’ = M Oz Z’, and dual M* = HomZ(M, E). 
It is convenient o work with a fixed matrix representation for each basic module B, 
and the corresponding integral basis {bi} is called canonical. If the matrix B, 
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represents c E G, then B& = -B,, and Bj, = Bb. Also, Bf = [Bc]* (inverse of trans- 
pose). 
If there is a (non-splitting) exact sequence of modules 0 + A --, M + B + 0, then M 
is called a (nontrivial) extension of type (A, B), and we write M = (A, B) if there is no 
ambiguity. For each permutation module P there is an exact sequence 
O+I(P)+P :z+o, (2.2) 
where E is the standard augmentation homomorphism. Thus, if P = 9 = HG, I(P) is 
the augmentation ideal I of G. Now, define 3 = I(M), X = I (JH BY), and now all 
modules in (2.1) are defined. In general, I(PiOPz) is an extension of type (I(Pi), Pi). 
Therefore K is of type (LB, 3’) and (Z’, JU), and both can be shown to be nontrivial. 
In matrix notation (Z”, Jt) looks like (2.5). 
Note that since 4 is odd, all involutions ab’ E G are conjugate and permuted by G 
according to 4. Choose canonical representations as follows: 
&= 
I 
0 
5% = 
1 
-1 
1 
-1 
-1 
0 
1 
1 - 
1 
-1 -* 
1 
I 
, 
0 
-1 
! 
7 
0 
1 1‘ 
I 
1 
> 1 , 
) 1 0, 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
We shall not discuss the indecomposability of basic modules (cf. Remark 2.7 when 4 
is prime). Instead, we are mainly interested in extension properties among them, 
namely, there are nontrivial extensions of the following types: 
(a) 3 = (H, Z’) = (Z’, H) = 3, 
(b) M = (3, H) = (h, B’), 
M = (W’, E’) = (Z’, Be), 
(cl x = (it’, A) = (A, Z’) = (22, 2) = (9, B’), 
K’= (Z, da’) = (N, Z) = (Lx!‘, a) = (2, Be), (2.6) 
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(4 9 = (“4x, A’) = (A’, A) = (4 92) = (.92’, K), 
~=((x’,~‘)=(~,x,)=(~,~~o’)=(~eo’,~~, 
(e) 9o.Y = (A-, x,) = (K’, X). 
Remarks 2.7. (i) If G = D,, 4 odd prime, the number of indecomposable ZG- 
modules is 3 + 7h, where h is the order of the ideal class group H of the real field 
(f3 +13-l), 0 = primitive pth root of 1, see Lee [5]. In addition to Z, Z’, .Y, there are 7 
classes of modules, each containing h modules of.the same rank, and indexed by H in 
a natural way. Those indexed by the identity of N turn out to be isomorphic to the 
last 7 in (2.1). In the special case 4 = 3 we have h = 1, so (2.1) consists of all 
indecomposables. This case was first settled by Nasarova and Roiter [8]. 
(ii) Representation of a module as direct sum of basic modules is not unique (cf. 
Krull-Schmidt theorem). For example, applying Schanuel’s Lemma to extensions (d) 
of (2.6), we get 
(iii) Consider the functor Ext = Ext &. If A, B are basic, then Ext(B, A) = 0, ZZ, 
or E,. However, there is at most one nontrivial extension M of type (A, B). For 
example, Ext(%!, _Y) = H,, but each nontrivial A4 of type (_%‘,a) is isomorphic to x’. 
(2.6) contains all possible nontrivial M = (A, B). To prove uniqueness (which is not 
really used in this paper) Ext is calculated from (2.8), (2.9) and (1). (2.8) and (2.9) also 
give explicit construction of all-(A, B) in (2.6), (d). 
There are exact sequences: 
(2.8) 
Here p = 1+6+6’+. ~*6~-‘, ZG(a-l)=Jtl’, HG(a+l)=Jll, and ZG(b-l)- 
.%!@Z’, see (2.13). EG(a + l)+Z *p has a basis (ml, m2,. . . , mq, p), with bp =p, 
a6 = -p +I mi. This gives the dual matrix representation of (2.5), so the module 
is #*. 
Take the dual of (2.2) when P =J& and get O+ E +A + %J* + 0. There is a 
surjective homomorphism J? -+ %!’ with the same kernel Z (generated by the “norm” 
1 mi), SO LB* - 9z!‘, and the dual of 4 yields 
O+.P+BG~X-*O. (2.9) 
Now, it is clear that there is an exact sequence 0 + A + 9-, B + 0 for each basic B, 
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and hence an exact sequence of groups 
+ Hom(g, C) + Hom(A, C) + Ext(B, C) + 0. (1) 
As an example, let us calculate Ext(& H’), using 4 in (2.8). Any f: Jtl’+ E’ maps each 
m: to the same k E Z’, and any g:ZG -P Z’ is given by g(1) = I. The embedding 
A’-, ZG has rn: + (a - 1) E ZG for some i. Since al = -1 in Z’, g(a - 1) = -21, and (1) 
reads +Z_T-*Z+ht+O. 
In general, if M = (A, B), then M * = (B*, A*), M’ = (A’, B’), so only a few cases 
of (2.6) need to be considered. In (2.5) we have a nontrivial extension K = (Z’, ~a) 
(show Z’@M is not generated by one element), and X* = (4 Z’). However, from 
(2.5) we can find an integral basis so that X is of type (4 Z’). Using ExtW, a’) = Ez 
and duality, we get X* = N. So all basic modules are self-dual, except 3,s which are 
mutually dual. Using this, together with (2.8), (2.9) and the definition of basic 
modules, we get all types (A, B) in (2.6), (a)-(d). 
Finally, we shall construct he extensions (e) of (2.6) with a special property needed 
in later applications, namely, the construction of n-dimensional (n - lkconnected 
G-complexes Z”, with F(E,) = S”, H,,(Z”) =X or N’ (cf. (5.2)). 
It suffices to establish 9OLZ= (X’, X), since this gives 903’= (SOLZ’)‘= 
(N,N’). Represent K as an extension (92, Z), with canonical basis 
(II, r2, . . . , rq_l, A,, A2) and matrix representation 
m 52, = 
O 
Bb 1 1 
0 -I- 1 0 
(2.10) 
c k = ;(q + 1). 
There is an exact sequence, similar to (2.9), 
O+.W+EG~(9Z,~e,+O, p: l+_dl-rkll. 
Since p(b)=Ai, p is surjective. Also, /.~(l-ab~)=ni-Az implies 
ker /.L = E * {(Si - Si)} = LB’, 
Si=6’(1-ab2)* 
(2) 
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Consider X’ as (9’, Y), so that a is represented by -(9?, _Yz’)~ and b as in (2.10). Let 
S, S’ be generators of Z, Z’, and write 
s=n;-&=l,+l,, S’=Ii-l~=n,-n,. (2.11) 
This defines embeddings of E into (9?‘, Y), E’ into (9, Z), and both into 9=(/i. 12). 
Consider 9’ as (Z, H’), 
o+s+u~zS~, h:Ai+S’. (3) 
Combining (2), (3) we obtain 
0 -W’-9A($R, 9) +o . , 
I 1 II 
O-(W.2) 29QB”A (a, .a -0 
t t 
0-z-s-y * 
T 
z *S’-0 
(2.12) 
where the middle row defines the extension (K’, X). To show this we must construct 
the embedding i with image K = ker(cc. +A). Since A (li) = S’= p(Si), K is generated 
by elements (Si - Sj), (li - Si). Put 
6 = Sk+i -Sk+i+l, lsicq-l,k=)(q+l); 
(4) 
n; =1i-61, Ai= --12-s*. 
ThenbA:=AI+r;,aA’l=Iz+S1 = -A;. Therefore (4) is an integral basis of K which 
defines the given matrix representation of (.%!‘, A?‘) = (3, A?)‘, see (2.10). Finally, note 
that (2.11) is consistent with (4), so S is well-defined. 
The augmentation ideal I = I(ZG), defined by (2.2), can be written I= 
ZG(a - l)+ZG(b - 1). We claim there are embeddings 9, R+EG(b - l), 
satisfying 
ZG(b - 1) = %! 09’, 9’ = EG(a - 1) nHG(b - l), 
I =Ju’OLR, A’= BG(a - 1). 
In terms of canonical bases such embeddings are given by 
ri_&=(b’-b’-‘a)(b-l), 
r:_&=(bi-bi-‘)(a-l), k=$(q+l). 
(2.13) 
Since r; = (b - l)(a - 1) = -(ab’-‘+ l)(b - l), 
9’ c ZG(a - 1) A ZG(b - 1). 
We also find (r&+2 - r&cl) - (&+I - r;) = b4 - 1, so B + 3’ contains all b”’ - 1. Writing 
q=4i*l, we get (b-l)&?+%‘, so ZG(b-1)=9+9’. Now (2.13) follows 
directly from counting B-ranks. 
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If J = I* is the dual module of I, there are decompositions 
I =JWO%!‘, I’=A@O’, 
J=A’O%‘, J’=A@O. 
(2.14) 
From (2.6) and (2.14) we can construct a periodic free resolution of G of period 4 
over Z: 
(2.15) 
by letting ai, & map free generators onto generators of the direct summands of 1, 
A OJY, respectively. 
3. Geometric realization 
Let K be a finite group. Define a K-complex to be a finite CW-complex with 
cellular action, such that for each cell e of dimension >O the isotropy group K, acts 
trivially on e, or effectively as a reflection. Note that a K-complex can be replaced by 
a simplicial K-complex within the same equivariant homotopy type. 
Let X be a (n - l)-connected n-dimensional K-complex. The extended chain 
complex of X is the exact sequence 
O-+H”(X;B)+c”a”-c”_,+~ * - Cl a’Co4*Z_,0 (3.1) 
where {Ci} are the cellular chain modules. By hypothesis, each Ci is a finite direct sum 
of permutation modules P or associated modules P’ = POZ’ (if i > 0), where E’ is a 
nontrivial integral representation of E-rank 1. Conversely, given an exact sequence 
of ZK-modules like (3.1). The sequence is geometrically realizable if it is the 
extended chain complex of some X as above. 
Suppose P’ is a summand of Ci, and P = [K/H] is the transitive permutation 
module of isotropy type (H). Let e be an i-cell with K, = fi, and let e = e. + el + ez 
(disj. union), where e. is the (i - 1)-cell lixed by H. The effect of such subdivisions on 
the chain structure (3.1) is that P’ is replaced by a permutation module P = (P’, P) 
and a summand P is added to Ci_1. (P is a nontrivial extension if P’ # P.) 
Clearly, the above subdivision leads to a K-complex X such that VH c K, F(H) is 
a subcomplex and each Ci in (3.1) is a permutation module. Moreover, F(H) has a 
nonempty i-skeleton if and only if some module PI = [K/H,], HI 3 H, occurs in Ct. 
Remarks 3.2. Consider the problem of realizing geometrically a sequence of 
permutation modules Ci like (3.1), by constructing skeletons Xi successively. 
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(i) The K-graph X1 exists iff di has the following geometric property: Let {ci}, {p,} 
be the permutation bases of Ci, CO, respectively. Then ai = ps -p, for some s, 1. 
(ii) Suppose X’ is constructed. Then X2 exists iff 82 satisfies: Let P = [K/H] = {ei} 
be a non-free summand of Cz, and suppose el is fixed by H. The cycle &(ei) E Hi(X’) 
is represented by a loop inside F(H, X’). 
In general, if Xi is constructed and is (i- 1)-connected, i > 1, then Hi(X’) is 
represented by homotopy classes (Hurewicz theorem). Let e be a generator of a 
non-free summand P = [K/H] of Ci+i, e fixed by H. If for each P the cycle 8,+1(c) is 
represented by a mapping S’ + F(H, Xi), then Xi can be extended to Xi+i. 
(iii) It may be necessary to modify Cz, C, in (3.1) by adding a free summand 
f - IX, if X2 constructed in (ii) is not simply connected. In this case, if lir(X’) is 
generated by f loops in Xi, and these are used to build X2 2 X2 by attaching free 
orbits of 2-cells, we get an exact sequence 
0+H,(X2)-,H2(X2)-+ ZK &(X2)=0. 
Thus X2 should be replaced by X2, which has same homology Hz except for a free 
summand E Now, extend & to CJOf - ZK by mapping f * HK isomorphically 
onto F. 
3.3. An example. Let G =&, 4 odd. The periodic free resolution (2.15) has an 
obvious minimality property with respect to ranks of modules. Is there a sequence of 
this kind which is geometrically realizable? Let us show such a sequence exists, using 
results from Section 2. The problem is clearly related to presentation theory and 
relation modules (cf. Gruenberg [4]). 
With the notation from Section 2, consider the diagram 
0-A -91 *I l E G(a - 1)-O, +i:1+a-1, 
1 I I 
0--+R-+9,0~~-pL-,1 - 0, al = 4I + +2r (1) 
T t T 
0-9 - 92 
42 
- Z G(b - 1) -0, +,:l-tb-1, 
with exact rows and vertical inclusions, and 9i = 9= BG. E is the relation module 
of the standard presentation of G = (a, 6). From (2.13) and (l), there is an exact 
sequence 
O-+A@Z+~+P=hG(a-l)nZG(b-l)+O, 
R’ = (A 09, 9’). We claim that by suitable choice of integral basis, this module splits 
as: 
(At, (9, B’)) = (At, (9?,9)) = (A, (4, Z’)) = (A, JV) = A @A-. 
In detail, z = (b - l)(a - 1) generates .%I, and l? =Ju +Z+BG(zi +z2), where 
dlkl) = -42k2) = 2. 
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Chooser~=(b-l)+(m~-m~),with{m~+i=bi(a+1)},k=~(q+l),asacanoni- 
cal basis for Ju c 91, and let 22 = 1 + ba, pi = b’-‘(zr@zz), lsi<q. Then (pi} is a 
basis for ZG(zrOzz)==& since apl=p,. NOW ~Pi=(P+Up)E~=E.{p,ap}, 
p =z 6’ E 92, and the module [ZG(rr@z2)+Z’] has a basis @, pr - - * pq). The 
matrix representation is the adjoint of (2.5), so the module is =X* =N. Counting 
ranks we finally have R = Jc1 ON. 
The sequence 
is geometrically realizable, see 3.2 (i), so it is the extended chain complex of a 
G-graph X’. Thus, we shall replace dr in (2.15) by the above dr, and (2.15) is 
geometrically realizable up to dimension 1, at least. Moreover, by 3.2 the only 
obstruction to realizing the whole sequence, arriving at a G-free homotopy 3-sphere 
X3 - S3, is 7rr(X2). Hence, it remains to show that proper choice of attaching maps, 
which induces 82 at chain level, leads to a simply connected 2-skeleton X2. 
Let e, e’ be 2-cells, considered as free generators of C2 = 2.9 in (2.15). A generator 
of the summand X in ker 8, is given by (pr + p2 +. . * +pk -p), so we can assume 
&(e)=(l+a)E&, d2(e’)=(pl+p2+“‘+pk_P)EJV: (2) 
Similarly, let c, c’ be generator l-cells in Cr =S,O&, &(c)=u-1, &(c’)=b-1. 
By definition, 
Pl+P2+’ * ‘+Pk-p= 
=[(b+b2+* * .+6k-‘)(l+u)-(bk+‘+. * *+64) 
--(P+P+*+. * .+P)u]c 
+[b”u +(a-l)(bk+* * *+P)]c’ (3) 
as a cycle in Cr. Put ci = b’c, di = b’uc, and cl, dj similarly. Then a natural choice of 
loops in X’, which reduce to (2) at chain level, is ae = co& and 
de = (dk_rck_r)d;-r (dk-2ck-Z)&-2 ’ ’ ’ (dlcl)dici’ 
[c;(ck+dk+l)dc+l * ’ * (C,_ld,_l)ch-,]-‘d;‘d;. (4) 
To show the resulting complex X2 is simply connected, consider the exact sequence 
P’ 
1 + 7rl(X2) - rr(Y2) :G+l (5) 
induced from the covering p :X2 --, Y2 = X2/G. Y* is the figure co, i.e. two simple 
loops x =p(c), y =p(c’). Y2 is obtained from Y’ by attaching cells p(e), p(e’) by 
means of loops (see (4)): 
RI = ap(e) = p(k) = p(d) = x2, 
R2 = ap(e’) = p(&‘) = x2yx2y . - - ~~yx-‘y-‘x-~y-’ * * * ~-~y-‘x-‘y. 
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Thus rri( Y2) has a presentation (x, y; RI, Rd, or equivalently 
x, y: x2=1, ykxy-k+‘x=l, 4=2k--1. 
But (6) implies y4 = 1, xyx = y-l, so u in (5) is an isomorphism. 
(6) 
Remark 3.4. (i) (6) is a presentation of G = D9 found by considering the relation 
module R of the standard presentation (2.0). This fact that only two relations are 
necessary, is a known result (see B. H. Neumann, On some finite groups with trivial 
multiplicator, Publ. Math. Debrecen 4 (1955) 190-194). 
(ii) Let K be a finite group with a periodic free resolution over E of period 
n + 134, and let X” be a free K-complex, m <n. Using Schanuel’s Lemma 
repeatedly, we see from 3.2 that X” can be extended to a free n-dimensional 
K-complex 2” -S”. However, this does not control the ranks of the chain modules, 
see Swan [9]. Example 3.3 is a generalization to all D, of the case D3 which Swan 
worked out in a different way, starting from a minimal presentation with 2 relations. 
Definition 3.5. Let M be a Z K-module. If X’ is a (finite) connected graph with 
simplicial K-action such that Hi(X’; Z) =A$ then X’ = J’(M) is a graphic 
representation of M. 
In 3.5 M fits into an exact sequence 
o+M+C1&Co:Z -+o 
like (3.1), with 8 having property 3.2 (i). Obvious examples are relation modules of 
(finite) presentations [4], permutation modules P or their associates P’. The exis- 
tence of X1 is a more delicate matter if one also imposes conditions on fixed point sets 
of subgroups. 
The basic modules of G = D, in Section 2 have graphic representations. We shall 
construct representations of s’, x’ which are used in Section 5. 
(3.6) 
r(%‘) has O-cells {II, 12) and l-cells {m:}. Since aml = -mj, we can introduce new 
O-cells {mi}, where mi E ml is the reflection point. Then (3.6) transforms to 
o~~e’-*9=(Ju’,Ju)d~~~cI.~0. 
. \ R4 
; I’ 
(3.6’) 
,V 
~(JV’) is r(g’) plus two l-cells l;, 1; between Ii, 12, and al; = -I;, see Fig. 1. 
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Example. For q = 3 see Fig. 1. 
4 
Fig. 1. 
4. Geometry of special G-complexes 
G denotes any dihedral group D,, q odd, but when q is not a prime power we shall 
only consider G-complexes with isotropy types among {e}, Zz, Z,, G. We are 
ultimately interested in constructing certain n-dimensional G-complexes X of the 
same homotopy type as the sphere S”, and the notation X - S” is used. 
Definition 4.1. Let K be a finite group. A K-complex X -9 is called special if for 
each subgroup H c K the fixed point set F(H) is a h-dimensional complex -Sh for 
some h. 
Let V be a set of conjugacy classes (Hi) of subgroups. A special rupfe (for U) is a set 
r = {hi} of integers hi B -1, indexed by classes (Hi) E %‘, such that for some special 
complex X7 - S”, dim F(Hi) = hi. X, is called a geometric model of T. 
General Problem. For a given class ‘% determine the collection SC(%) of all special 
tuples, that is, determine the complete set of relations among the integers hi E T. 
The main purpose of this paper is to solve this problem for G when V consists of 
the above mentioned isotropy types, and if G = D,k the complete problem is solved. 
The results are stated in Theorems 4.2, 4.5 and 4.6. 
Theorem 4.2. Let G be the dihedral group D, of order 2q, q odd. There is a G-complex 
X with 
X-S”, F(C) - S”, F&)-S’, F(G)-Sd 
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if and only if 
(i) nsmsdsl<n, dz-1; 
(ii) n = m + n = d, n=l+m=d; (1) 
(iii) $(n -I) = m -d mod 2. 
X can be chosen so that isotropy types are among {e}, Ez, Z,, G, and all fixed point 
sets, except X itself, are spheres. 
By results of Section 1 the theorem is proved if we can show the existence of 
G-complexes realizing the integers n, m, 1, d. This will occupy the remainder of this 
section up to Theorem 4.5, and also Section 5, where the premises of Proposition 4.4 
are fulfilled. 
Henceforth, we consider only special 4-tuples r ={hi} indexed by V = 
{{e}, Ez, Z,, G}, see 4.1. In accordance with 4.2 we shall use the notation T = 
(n, m, 1, d). Let Y= 9’(U) be the set of all special 4-tuples, and let _E be the totality of 
all 4-tuples (n, m, 1, d) satisfying the conditions (1) of 4.2. The remaining problem is 
to show Y = 1. and we already know Yc 2. These sets are semigroups if T = (n, . . .), 
7’ = (n’, . . .) are multiplied as 
~*~‘=(n+n’+l,m+m’+l,l+l’+1,d+d’+1), 
E = (-1, -1, -1, -1) is unit. 
T is decomposable if it can be written as a nontrivial product r = r1 * 72. Note the 
following: 
(a) If Ti E 9’ has geometric model Xi, then Xi * X2 (join) is a geometric model of 
71 * T’2. 
(b) If T E Z and n C 3, or n = m, or n = 1, then T E 9’ and a geometric model with 
linear action exists. 
Consider the sub-semigroup 2’ = {T E 2; d = -1) of E. 
Lemma 1. If 2’ c 9, then 1 = 9’. 
Proof. Given r = (n, m, 1, d) E 1, and decompose r as T = T’ * (d, d, d, d), where 
~‘=(n-d-l,m-d-l,~-d-l,-l).Thenr’~~’+,SO~’~~andhaSageOmetriC 
model X’ - S”‘, n’= n -d - 1. Since the sphere Sd, with trivial G-action, is a 
geometric model of (d, d, d, d), X=X’ * Sd is a model of T, that is, T E .Y 
Lemma 2. E;’ is generated by tuples of type (3, -1, -1, -l), (n, n - 1, 1, -1) and 
(n, -1, n, -1). 
Proof. Given (Y E EC, and write a = (n, m, 1) for simplicity. We may assume n > m, 1. 
Case(i):m>l.Writen=m+4k+r,lsr<4, 
(n, m, 1) = (m +r, m, 1) * (3, -1, -l)k, 
sowemayassumecr=(m+r,m,1),2=Zr~4. 
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(a) If lar-2, then 
(m+r,m,I)=(m+l,m,f-r+l)*(O,-l,O)’-’. 
(b) If /<r-2, put s =r-l-l (=2,3 or 4), 
(m+r,m,I)=(m-s+2,m-s+1,-1)*(1,0,-1)s~1*(0,-1,0)‘+1. 
Case (ii): m c 1. If m # -1, then reduce to Case (i) by writing 
(n, m, I) = (n -l+m - 1, m, m - 1) * (0, -I, O)‘-“+I. 
If m = -1, then 
(n, -1, /) = (n -I-l, -1, -1) * (0, -l,o)‘+’ 
= (3, -1, -l)k * (0, -1,O)“’ 
for some k. 
As noted above, (n, -1, n, -1) E 9, and r E Y if n <3 and (1) holds. Also, 
(3, -1, -1, -1)~9, by 3.3 (or 3.4 (ii)). 
Corollary. In order to verify Y-E it remains to show Y contains all tuples 
T = (n, n - 1, I, -l), with 
1+4k+2, k>O,iflodd, 
k >O, if 1 even. 
(2) 
We must construct special G-complexes X, which are geometric models of these 
indecomposable tuples. The first step is to make an algebraic picture of X7. 
Definition 4.3. An algebraic model of r = (n, n - 1, 1, -1) is an exact sequence like 
(3. l), with H,(X; H) = Z’ and such that each Ci has direct summands 
Ci=~sOm~Oli~=4O~~jO~iPi, 
mi#OWi<n, li#OHiil. 
Moreover, the homomorphisms ai preserve both {.Ui} and {Yi}, and their restrictions 
define exact sequences (f = Z or Z’): 
O+JfY+Ju”-~~JU”-*+~ * *+.uo+Ju+o, 
Remark. If an algebraic model of T is geometrically realized by X, then clearly 
X -S”, and F(Ez), F(E,) must be homology spheres mod E, perhaps not simply 
connected. Now, Proposition 4.4 below reduces the realization of 7 to certain “ basic 
G-complexes”, the construction of which is postponed till Section 5. Actually, all 
fixed point set #X7 in the space X, constructed in 4.4 are topological spheres, so the 
space is, a fortiori, a geometric model in the sense of 4.1. 
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Proposition 4.4. Suppose there are “basic G-complexes” Yt, 13 -1, such that if 
A = max{l, I}, then 
(a) Y, is A-dimensional and (A - l)-connected. 
(b) F(Zz) = SA, F(Z,) = S’, F(G) = 0. 
(c) HA(YI;Z)=f9@&0 N, 
i 
N’, ifoddl==l, 
ifl=-1 oreuen a2, 
LIP, if l=O, 
and the summand Jtl has the fixed point sets of H z subgroups in G as permutation basis 
(these are q disjoint spheres). Then for each n satisfying (2) Y, can be extended to a 
geometric model X, of T = (n, n - 1, I, -1). 
Proof. (A) Construction of an algebraic model. We shall extend the chain complex 
{Co of Yr to an algebraic model of (n, n - 1, 1, -1) as follows. 
First, construct an exact sequence p(4) using the permutation module 2JXO9 4 
times 
594): 2Juo.9 --+2&ncos-+~A@s-2Ju~9 
4 \ ,* \ ‘\ * \ I’ \ \ I \ 
0 -+.U& ;& 
\ I’ \ ,’ \ 
Ai?& A*& At*&% - 0, 
(3) 
where the lower modules are displayed to explain the construction. (3) is obtained by 
putting together copies of the exact sequence 0 + Ju + 2Jll +JU + 0, and using the 
different representations of 9 as extension module of types (d) in (2.6). 
It is clear how to compose (3) with itself k times to get a long sequence kB(4) like 
(3), using 2,UO9 4k times. 
Case (i): I = -1 or even ZZ 2 (n = 4k +A 2 5). 
Case (ii): I = 0 (n = 4k 24). 
(4) 
(5) 
Case (iii): odd 131 (n =4k+l+223). 
0 --e-9-yy4)---+ f.Fo2Ao9~c*--, 
. \ \ \ , \ ,^ 
J4&i! A&k 
‘b $? (6) 
SOJUOX’ 
In (4)-(6) upper arrows are inclusions and lower arrows are surjections. The leftmost 
lower arrow in (4)-(6) is (I’, which maps 9 onto J’==~@9?, see (2.14). JllO8! 
embeds into 2JtcO9 at the left end of P(4), (3). The exact sequences (4)-(6) are 
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constructed in the same way as (3), always keeping the Jtl-summands and 9- 
summands “separate”. An extra free summand J@ is added to the chain module 
c AC19 and the rightmost lower arrow maps this isomorphically onto the free sum- 
mand of H*( Y,). (4)-(6) are algebraic models of r = (n, n - 1, l, -1). 
(B) Geometric realization. We shall construct skeletons X’ c Xi*’ c * * * c X” = 
X, starting from X” = Y,, so that the chain complex of X’ agrees with the algebraic 
model in degrees si. 
(a) By assumption, the summandJU of I&(X*) c CA is represented by q disjoint 
spheres S* each of which is fixed by a Ez subgroup of G. Extend these spheres, 
St+’ 3 S?, by attaching two (A + l)-cells in the obvious way. Then G acts on the 
extended complex XA+’ with F(&) = S’+‘, and permutes S?+’ in the same way as 
Sf, so HA+l(%“cl) =A has permutation basis {S?“}. 
(b) Attach f free orbits of (A + l)-cells to cancel the free summand f9 of 
HA c C,, and one free orbit to cancel the summand JV, 9 or x’ of HA. Then we have 
X ‘+*, with chain group and homology group 
C *+I = f.FO2.M@% HA+I(X”+l) =A@{%!‘, x’ or .9}, 
in accordance with (4)-(6). 
(c) Extend successively the fixed point sets of & subgroups, Sj+l 3% as in 
(a), and at the same time attach a free orbit of (i + l)-cells to cancel the complemen- 
tary summand M = N, x’, 9 or .%!’ of iN in Hi(Xi). Then we eventually end up with a 
(n -2)-connected G-complex X”-’ with H,,_l = Jtl OR Finally, use the surjective 
map I,!+ of (4)-(6) to attach a free orbit of cells and obtain X”, which is a (n - l)- 
connected homology sphere. Consequently, X7 =X” -S” is a geometric model of 
7 = (n, n - 1, I, -1). 
Theorem 4.5. Let G = D,, q = pk and p odd prime. There is a G-complex X - S” such 
that (Z, = {e}, DI = Ez): 
F(Q) - S’$ F(D,l) - Sd’, i = 0, 1,2, . . . , k 
if and only if 
(ii) Ii = di 3 /i = dk, /i = fi+l+ di = d,+l, 
(iii) $(li-!i+l)sdi-di+l mod 2. 
Remarks. (i) are trivial consequences of inclusion relations among subgroups. The 
“collapsing” relations (ii) are immediate consequences of Proposition 1.4, and the 
necessity of (iii) follows from Theorem 1.3. Thus, only the sufficiency of these 
conditions remains to be proved. 
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The above result differs from the linear case in that the congruence relation (= 
mod 2) in (iii) is replaced by equality (=), and (ii) is superfluous. The p = 2 version of 
Theorem 4.5 is Theorem 4.6. 
Proof of Theorem 4.5. An integer tuple r = {Ii, di; i = 0, 1,2, . . . , k} is said to be 
admissible for D,k if (i), (ii), (iii) are satisfied. By induction, assume the theorem 
proved for DPk-l, k > 1. 
Given an admissible tuple r = {Ii, d,} for D,k. Then 
r’={fj =li+r, d: =di+l; i=O, 1,. . . , k-l} 
is admissible for DPk-l. By assumption, 7’ can be considered as a special tuple for the 
group Dbk-1 = DP*/ZP, so T’ has a geometric model X’- S”. Then G = DP* acts on 
X’ with 
F&+1) = F(Z;g) -S(+‘, F(Q-I) = F(D;z) --Sd’+l, i Z=O. 
Since 
~(lo-lI-l-(-l))=~(lo-II)=d~-dl=do-d,-l-(-l) mod2, 
Theorem 4.2 implies the existence of a G-complex X”- S’O-‘l-l with 
F(D,) -Sdo-dl-l, F(Z,) = F(Zp2) = * * * = F(Z,k) = 0. 
Now, X =X’ * X” (join) is a special G-complex which is a geometric model for 7. 
Thus, all admissible tuples are special, proving the theorem. 
We conclude this section with a regularity theorem for dihedral 2-groups acting on 
cohomology spheres mod 2. This will illustrate the distinction between Dodd and 
DP. If H c G, the formal dime&on ofF(H) is the integer h defined by F(H) -lSh. 
Theorem 4.6. Let G be a dihedral 2-group acting on a space X -2s”. Then there 
exists a linear action on S” such that for each subgroup of G the (formal) dimension of 
its fixed point set is the same in both cases. 
Proof. The conjugacy classes of subgroups is the family 
%‘: (&k); (DP); D;k), 0s k <q; Dzq = D;q. (7) 
By Smith theory the action of G on X defines a %‘-tuple (cf. 4.1) of integers f,, di, d:, 
where 
F(i&) -z.+, F(Dz*) --*Sdk, F(D;k) -zSd;, 
and clearly 
(8) 
(9)l 
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What more relations hold between these integers? First, let’s look at the linear case. 
Call linear representations of G V-equivalent if their restrictions to the sphere induce 
the same integers (9)1. There are q + 3 irreducible representations mod Fe- 
equivalence, and they are characterized by their kernel Kc G, 
1 -dim: 8, oi, a;, a’i; K = G, DP-1, 0$-l, &Q, resp. 
2-dim: ak,2<ksq; K=&--I.. 
A V-class has a unique expression (coefficients 20) 
p =aof?+alal+a;a; +u;aI+uZa2+* * *+u,a,. (10) 
Now, the %:-tuple (9)i defined via p, and the coefficients in (IO), determine each 
other. The relationship is easily found, namely 
Ik+l =uo+ur+u; +u’I+2(u*+u3+* * ‘+u,-k) 
&+l=ulJ+ui + (uz+u3+* * *+u,_r,) 
d;+l=uo+u; + (az+u3+* * *+u,_r,) I 
Oskkqq, 
(11) 
u,,-l=dq=dq--l-u,=d~_,-u; =lq--u:, 
uL-l=dq_L-uo-uI-uz-~~~-uk-l, 2cksq. 
A straightforward manipulation of the first equations of (11) leads to relations 
(i) t(lk-lk+l)=dk-dk+l=d;-dl_elr Osksq-2, 
(ii) 1,-,-l, =dq_l+d&.l -2d, 
(9)z 
On the other hand, starting with integers satisfying (9)i, (9)2 one can construct some p 
by defining non-negative integers a~, . . . , a4 in a consistent manner using the last 
equations of (11). Hence, there is l-l correspondence between %-classes p and 
V-tuples satisfying (9)i, (9)~. 
Finally, to prove the theorem it remains to show %-tupies derived from topological 
actions also satisfy (9)2. We use induction on q, applying Borel’s formula [ 1, Ch. XIII] 
for 2-tori, 
(1) q = 2: D2, 0; c D4, acting on X. 
(2) q a 2: DZq/H2a-l = Dz, acting on F&q--1). 
For q = 2 (9)* follows easily from (l), (2). Assume inductively, equations like (9)~ 
hold for actions of D24-l, D;q-: on X. Putting together the resulting equations we get 
(i) in (9)2 for the D2q- action. Moreover, the Bore1 equation in case (2) is equivalent 
to (ii). 
5. Construction of basic G-complexes 
We shall construct complexes Yr needed in Proposition 4.4. These will be 
constructed as an increasing sequence 
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where we put Y’ = Y,, when 1 3 1, to indicate that Y[ is the f-skeleton of Y’+r. G is 
always D,, q = 2k - 1. 
Case I: lal. 
(i) Start with a circle § with the linear action of G as symmetry group of the 
(inscribed) regular q-polygon. Let {mk, filt} be the fixed points of the involution 
a E G, and put mi+t =bmi, Kri+t = b&i, Vi mod 4. Attach l-cells ci, Ei to S, with 
ac, =mi -fii =-aZi, andlet bci=Ct+l, b?i = Cti+lr and ck, & fixed by a. Then the circles 
Si = ci + Ei are the fixed point sets of involutions in G. This G-graph is denoted by 
Y-r (since F(Z,) = S-’ = 0), see Fig. 2 (only Sk iS drawn!). 
Example. For q = 3 see Fig. 2. 
Fig. 2. 
(ii) Let YO = Y-1 uf(%!‘), Y_,nf(%‘) ={mi}. Here T(‘9?‘) is the graphic 
representation of 9’ constructed in Section 3, see (3.6) and Fig. 1. Similarly, replace 
r(B’) by r(X) and get 
(iii) Yr = Y-r u T(N), Y-1 nf (xl) = {mi}. 
Put H(I) = Hr( Y,), and consider first I = -1. The extended chain complex of Y-t is 
O+H(-l)+2,446109~22JU %z+o, (1) 
since in terms of permutation bases, {ci} = ~$41, {Ei} = ~442, -44i = -44, and {e,, p,} = 9, etc. 
We calculate H(-1) from the diagram 
0 
a I 
9 - ker E -0 
T II 9-%&@9 = J’+O, 
(2) 
o- 
T 
if!’ 
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with exact rows and vertical inclusions. Here .U = & = {(mi - fii)}, 9 = {(mi - mj)}, 
andJU~={Si=ci+~~}=.ti. Since Im~lnIm~2= &, H(-1) is an extension of type 
0+.4X~OZ’+H(-l)-,J&+o. 
Put Xl=C*EJUi, xz=(~*+...+~~)+(e~+*+’ ** +e,)~ 9, see Fig. 2, and note that 
&(x1) =&(x2)= (rni-K~~)~&. Therefore H(-1) =J?~+B’+ZG(X~-xi). Since Z’ 
is generated by z’ = x ei + c Zi and aei = -&, it is easy to check that Z’ + ZG(xz -xi) is 
G-invariant. In fact, {I’, bi(xz-xi)} is an integral basis whose matrix representation 
is (2.9, hence H(-l)=Jb130(Z’,~/l)=~t10~~. 
Calculations of H(O), H(1) are analogous to above, using appropriate sequences 
like (l), (2). Let us, however, explain the decomposition of H(i) by considering 
Mayer-Vietoris sequences of Yc = r(9’) u Y-i, Yi = T(K’) u Y-1, 
O+A,OH(-1)-H(I) 5.N :2&h-+0. (3) 
Here A, = ii@‘, x’ for I = 0, 1 respectively, and ker j = 9, (2.2). 
As mentioned in 2.7 (iii), Ext(9, A) = Ext(92, AI) = 0, so in the representation of 
H(I) as an extension (A,@H(-l), 9’I) given by (3), one should expect .9 to be 
“linked” only to the N-summand of H(-1), that is, 
H(I) = (A,@(M@OX), 92) = (Al&U, (N, 3)) =A~OJIIOP. 
5.1. Summary. The G-graphs Y,, I < 1 have homology 
and the conditions of Proposition 4.4 are satisfied. 
Case II: 132. 
Our idea is to build inductively G-complexes 
yi= y’c y*c ysc.. .C’Y’C.. . 
v u u v 
r(Jv)=z’cz*cz3c. 1 ..cz c... 
such that Z’, Y’ are (I - l)-connected, and for 12 2 
(i) Z%(Y’) =AOH,(Z’), 
(5.2) 
(ii) The fixed point sets in Y’ of Z2 subgroups are disjoint spheres S( which 
represent a permutation basis of the &summand in (i). 
(iii) F(iZ,, Y’) = S’c Z’. Consider H,(Z’) as extension module (9?, 8) or (9, Z)‘, 
see (2.6). If we use (2.10) and its canonical basis, then S’ represents the cycle in 
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(2.11), namely 
S=A;-A;E(~,L?‘)‘, if/odd, 
S’=Ai-A2E(9,9), if lever 
Remark. We also allow free summands in (i), so (i)-(iii) are satisfied when I= 1 (cf. 
construction of T(%!‘) c f (fl) c Y,). 
By induction, suppose (Y’, 2’) has been constructed. We build Z’+l as follows: 
Attach two (I+ 1)-cells, permuted by G, along S”=F(H,) c 2’ so as to obtain a 
sphere S’+i which is fixed by E, and mapped antipodally by G/h, ‘2%. To be 
specific, assume 1 is even. Now, attach a free orbit of (I + l)-cells to Z’, realizing the 
homomorphism CL (see (2.12) or (2), Section 2) 
S&%!T)=H,(Z’)+O 
at chain level. This gives the complex Z’+‘, with chain module Ccl = 909, and 
there is an exact sequence 
This sequence is the same as in (2.12). In particular, the cycle S = Ai - Ai E (2, 2’)’ is 
represented by the sphere SC’. (If I is odd, replace K by K’ etc.) 
Now, Y’+i is obtained from Y’ u Z’+’ by extending each sphere Sf = F(H2) to a 
(I + l)-sphere Sic*, exactly as in the proof of Proposition 4.4. 
The construction above gives a pair (Y’+* , Z”l) satisfying (i)-(iii), so the existence 
of all Y’, 12 1, follows by induction. Actually, our construction of (5.2) was detected 
by first building an algebraic model, analogous to Definition 4.3, as follows 
The (F@,te)-summands are the chain modules of Z’, and the 2-U-summands 
represent cells of the spheres fixed by ZZ subgroups. 
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